The internet is facing many crises and difficulties in the rapid development period. More and more people begin to pay attention to the problem of network security. The most effective strategy is to use data encryption technology to protect the safety of the network. Data encryption technology is divided into symmetric encryption technology and asymmetric encryption technology. Applied in the areas of computer software encryption, internet electronic commerce and virtual private network, the data encryption technology effectively safeguards the computer network security.
Introduction
Network security mainly refers to the thing computer hardware and software and the contents of the memory can be saved in a relatively safe network environment, which is not affected by any external program to prevent all resources from viruses. Network security management can effectively achieve the protection of network resources, so that its security level has been continuously improved. One of the reasons for computer network security threats is the vulnerability of computer operating system itself. Network applications are operating on the computer operating system as a carrier. Hackers are using computer operating system vulnerabilities, in the process of network running applications, steal information of user data. It will affect the normal operation of serious computer virus invasion probability increases. The spread of computer virus spread quickly, causing great damage to the computer system, the user's information data cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the computer operating system to improve and update the design to be reasonable, and ensure its safe operation, better defense network attacks, prevent virus invasion, to provide protection for user information and privacy. There are many security vulnerabilities in web applications and web site, log in web applications and web interface, does not require a user name and password login, but through illegal means to enter into the network login, you can program or web site system, which will form a very big security hidden danger. The destruction of network protocol and the transmission line attack will lead to network security protocol vulnerabilities, vulnerable to virus attacks and intrusion. Validation vulnerability attacks are the use of loopholes in the program, the attack on the network database, thereby stealing user information. Will steal the user information into the login interface, the system cannot determine the authenticity of the identification. It is often judged as legitimate users, leading to illegal users into the system. to get rid of various risk factors exist, if not effective use of encryption technology, all kinds of privacy information in the transaction will easily be stolen criminals, resulting in significant loss of both parties, both sides continue to cooperate reputation and influence the possibility of. The network security and transaction information also affects the electronic commerce transaction security, the use of digital certificates, instant electronic payment security protocol encryption and digital signature data, can improve the environment of computer network security, security related information of the transaction security. E-commerce has become the mainstream mode of the current business transactions. The corresponding social information is also developing rapidly. Our work and life has played a very significant impact. Operation and transaction of electronic commerce is based on the network platform, so the stability and security of the network is based on the premise of electronic business operation; in the process of operation and transaction, there is a certain risk. The huge user information in the transaction process, not processing encryption technology, is bound to cause information leakage. The two sides of the transaction will have a certain effect. The advantages of data encryption technology can effectively ensure the safe operation of e-commerce in the network platform. The common encryption algorithm used in the electronic commerce is the ElGamal encryption algorithm. The safety of the ElGamal encryption algorithm lies in intractability of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. We randomly select a big prime number p (200 bits decimal number) and a number of g (1<g<p-1). The numbers of p and g are public for every user. The encryption process is shown as follows: firstly, we find out the public secret key E=(y) in the public secret key database; secondly, we randomly select an integer k (1<k<p-1) and C1=gk mod p, C2=ykM mod p; finally, the (C1, C2) is send to the user U as a clear text. The decryption process is to calculate M=C2(C1x)-1 mod p.
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Virtual Private Network
At this stage, many enterprises have set up their own local area network. Due to the establishment of branches in different places, the need to hire a dedicated route to achieve the unity of the local area network in order to form a wide area network. In the virtual private network, the value of data encryption technology is that the data from the sender's virtual private network automatically through the router to encrypt the hardware, and then the data in the form of cipher text to the internet. When the cipher text reaches the specified virtual private network, its router will automatically decrypt it. Virtual private network recipients can read plaintext. The user access virtual private network gateway through a virtual private network client, the client first two factor authentication for user password, use virtual private network client that users have a digital certificate and the certificate at the same time using digital certificate technology, bidirectional authentication to complete the virtual private network gateway server and user identity after the gateway server a symmetric session key, and distributed to the user and the virtual private network gateway server communication, encrypted authentication and session key protection in the process of transferring the security of information using the session key, mainly through non symmetric encryption algorithm to complete. Virtual private network system not only to authenticate the identity of the user, but also on the system transmission data transmission in the process of certification, confirmation message has been sent all the virtual private network system Hash abstract algorithm for all the data transmission encryption to realize digital signature, effectively ensure the integrity the data in the transmission process, to prevent others from tampering.
Conclusion
The popularization and application of computer network have brought great convenience to the daily life. At the same time, the issues of computer network security become particularly important. The application of data encryption technology greatly improves the security of computer network.
